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Our Story

When Albert Whitman was founded more 
than a century ago, our goal was simple: 
make good books that kids want to read. 
Today, we continue this tradition, guided 
by a deeper mission to create stories that 
also educate and empower children. 

Together, we can create a safe space for 
kids to learn about themselves and their 
communities. We can promote empathy, 
inclusion, and personal responsibility. We 
can help children become world thinkers, 
ones who seek to understand themselves 
and others.  

When we put the right story in the right 
hands, we can inspire the next generation 
to make the future brighter for everyone.
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Congrats to
our creators

I Hope You’re Listening
• Lambda Literary Award 

Winner, LGBTQ Mystery

978-0-8075-3513-4

Shaped By Her Hands
• Kirkus Reviews  

starred review 
• School Library Journal 

starred review 

978-0-8075-7599-4

The Star Festival 
• School Library Journal 

starred review 

978-0-8075-7595-6

Way Past Jealous
• Kirkus Reviews 

starred review

978-0-8075-8678-5

Summer of Brave 
• Kirkus Reviews  

starred review 
• School Library Journal  

starred review 

978-0-8075-7660-1

Hear the Wind Blow 
• Kirkus Reviews  

starred review

978-0-8075-4561-4

A Neighborhood Walk, 
A Musical Journey
• School Library Journal 

starred review

978-0-8075-3670-4

Listening to the Stars 
• Kirkus Reviews  

starred review 
• School Library Journal 

starred review 

978-0-8075-4563-8
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More Than Just a Game
by MADISON MOORE 
illustrated by LONNIE OLLIVIERRE 
978-0-8075-5271-1

Kirkus Reviews 
starred review
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The Star Festival
by MONI RITCHIE HADLEY 
illustrated by MIZUHO FUJISAWA 
978-0-8075-7595-6

School Library Journal  
starred review
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Co!ections 
kids wi! love

Social & Emotional Learning
Empower kids to understand and manage their 
feelings, as well as those of the people around them.

see the entire collection by visiting
www.albertwhitman.com/sel

Celebrations & Holidays
Learn about the beliefs and customs of people 
around the world.

see the entire collection by visiting
www.albertwhitman.com/celebrations

STEM
Give kids the confidence to ask questions, make 
mistakes, and find answers.

see the entire collection by visiting
www.albertwhitman.com/blackhistory

see the entire collection by visiting
www.albertwhitman.com/stem

Black Culture & History
These stories center characters and experiences that 
will inspire readers of all backgrounds.

Picture Book Biographies
Encourage kids to follow their dreams with the help 
of historical trailblazers.

Seasonal
Celebrate the sights, sounds, and traditions that 
make each season special.

As a mysterious hole in the garden  

grows larger and larger,  

a boy’s imagination grows with it.

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY
• School, library, trade, and consumer advertising

• Social media campaign across all  
 Albert Whitman & Company profiles

• Top account mailings

• Select author appearances at trade shows

To order: orders@ipgbook.com or (800) 888-4741

For more information: marketing@albertwhitman.com

ADVANCE READING COPY

Picture Book Fiction: Ages 4–8

978-0-8075-7855-1 // US $16.99

Cover treatment: Matte Lamination with Spot UV

Uncorrected Proof // Not for Sale

This edition should not be used without  
comparison to finished book.

Hardcover available September 2018

Advance Reading Copy

Uncorrected Proof // Not for Sale
This edition should not be used  

without comparison to finished book.
Hardcover available September 2018

Theres a Hole In My Garden_ARC_CVR.indd   1 3/13/18   10:00 AM

see the entire collection by visiting
www.albertwhitman.com/biographies

see the entire collection by visiting
www.albertwhitman.com/seasons

Environment
Stories about the planet can help kids find wonder in 
their own backyards and beyond.

see the entire collection by visiting
www.albertwhitman.com/environment

Browse more topics at  
albertwhitman.com/collections
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turning pages
Great Big Feelings gives kids the confidence 
to sit with and work through their emotions in 
social situations.

• Way Past Mad 
• Way Past Worried 
• Way Past Jealous 
• Way Past Sad 
• Way Past Afraid 
• Way Past Lonely  

 

Time to Read® helps kids build vocabulary, 
improve comprehension, and grow into confident 
readers.

• Animal Time 
• Bat and Sloth 
• The Boxcar Children® leveled readers 
• Iggy Iguanodon 
• The Kid and the Chameleon 
• Detective Paw of the Law

Wells of Knowledge introduces kids to core 
scientific and mathematical concepts while 
encouraging them to ask questions of their own.

• Is a Blue Whale the Biggest Thing There Is? 
• How Do You Li! a Lion? 
• What's Smaller than a Pygmy Shrew? 
• What’s So Special about Planet Earth? 
• Polar Bear, Why Is Your World Melting? 
• Why Do Elephants Need the Sun? 
• What’s Faster Than a Speeding Cheetah? 
• Can You Count to a Googol? 
• How Do You Know What Time It Is? 
• What’s Older Than a Giant Tortoise? 
• Did a Dinosaur Drink This Water? 
• Can We Share the World with Tigers? 

The Way I Feel explores common emotions 
and offers readers ways to make themselves 
feel better.

• When I Feel Angry 
• When I Feel Worried 
• When I Feel Jealous 
• When I Feel Sad 
• When I Feel Scared 
• When I Miss You 
• When I Feel Good about Myself 
• When I Care about Others

A Dog's Day series shows readers what it takes to be 
a working dog.

• I Am Jax, Protector of the Ranch 
• I Am Ava, Seeker in the Snow 
• I Am Sammy, Trusted Guide 
• I Am Bella, Star of the Show 
• I Am Skye, Finder of the Lost 
• I Am Tucker, Detection Expert  

Zapato Power is an action-packed series about an 
ordinary kid learning to use his extraordinary powers 
to help his community.

• Freddie Ramos Takes O" 
• Freddie Ramos Springs Into Action 
• Freddie Ramos Zooms to the Rescue 
• Freddie Ramos Makes a Splash 
• Freddie Ramos Stomps the Snow 
• Freddie Ramos Rules New York 
• Freddie Ramos Hears It All 
• Freddie Ramos Adds It All Up 
• Freddie Ramos Tracks Down a Drone 
• Freddie Ramos Gets a Sidekick 
• Freddie Ramos and the Meteorite 
• Freddie Ramos Powers Up 
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Hundreds of animated 
stories from Albert 

Whitman & Co.

Game, activities, 
awards, and more

Built with children, 
parents, and teachers 

in mind

To learn more about how to use The Book Club  
reading comprehension app in your classroom, library, or home 

visit www.TheBookClub.com or contact us at info@thebookclub.com.

reading comprehension app
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The Boxcar Children® series is now 80 
years old, delighting a third generation of 

readers. What started as a single story about 
four orphaned siblings making a home for 
themselves has grown into more than 175 
books and 2 films, with more on the way.

CREATED BY
GERTRUDE 
CHANDLER 

WARNER

GERTRUDE!CHANDLER!WARNER grew up 
in Putnam, Connecticut. She wrote The Boxcar 
Children because she had always dreamed about 
what it would be like to live in a caboose or a 
freight car—just as the Aldens do. When readers 
asked for more adventures, Warner wrote more 
books—nineteen in all. After her death, other 
authors have continued to write stories about 
Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny Alden.

It's more than 
just a mystery
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A beach cleanup leads Henry, Jessie, Violet, and 
Benny on a new set of adventures. 
When an oil spill takes place off the coast of 
Connecticut, the Aldens are happy to volunteer to 
help clean up the animals affected, including a rare 
species of shore bird. But could more have been 
done to prevent the spill?

HC!"#$%&%$&#'%(&()%* 
HC!'+'!X!$,!(--!pages! 
HC!US!.(*+""! 
PB!"#$%&%$&#'%(&(#%" 
PB!'+*'!X!#+)*',!(--!pages! 
PB!US!.)+""!! 
E%Book!"#$%&%$&#'%(&($%)!! 
E%Book!US!.'+""!! 

Ages!#/(&/Grades!(/'!! 
April!*&**!! 
Black%and%White!Interior!
Illustrations 
Territory0!World!

HC!"#$%&%$&#'%(&("%1 
HC!'+'!X!$,!(--!pages! 
HC!US!.(*+""! 
PB!"#$%&%$&#'%(&*&%"! 
PB!'+*'!X!#+)*',!(--!pages! 
PB!US!.)+""!! 
E%Book!"#$%&%$&#'%(&*(%)!! 
E%Book!US!.'+""!! 

Ages!#/(&/Grades!(/'!! 
April!*&**! 
Black%and%White!Interior!
Illustrations! 
Territory0!World!

The Big Spill Rescue
The Boxcar Children® 
Endangered Animals Book 1

Mystery of the  
Spotted Leopard
The Boxcar Children® 
Endangered Animals Book 2

THE BOXCAR CHILDREN® ENDANGERED ANIMALS 
An all-new miniseries

The Aldens are on a mission to help endangered creatures around the world.

The children join in the effort to save a species of 
big cat.
The Aldens head to a much cooler climate, where 
scientists are working to conserve the snow 
leopard population. With only hundreds left in the 
world, the children know each animal is important. 
Can the Aldens do their part to help save this 
elusive and important animal? 

What to Expect
• Wholesome characters and themes of family, friendship, and kindness 
• Modern-day settings and topics woven into classic Alden adventures 
• The perfect next step for young readers graduating from Time to Read® stories 
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"#$%&%$&#'%1#$)%*! 
US!.(#+""! 
Ages!"/(*/Grades!1/#! 
April!*&**! 
'+'!X!$+*',!("*!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Matte!
Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%1#$#%"! 
US!."+""!

Jessie’s first assignment for the school paper 
takes an unexpected turn when she finds out 
there’s more to the story than meets the eye. 
A new boy at school comes to Jessie with 
information about strange things taking place at 
his parents' business. Jessie finds out that the club 
she’s writing her first feature on seems to know 
something about it. It turns out that Jessie's story 
is much bigger than she thought—and she can’t 
help but get to the bottom of it.

The Friendship Feature
A Boxcar Children Book, Book 1

THE JESSIE FILES 
An all-new middle grade series

What to Expect
• Girl-led, contemporary mystery 
• Spotlights a strong female protagonist from The Boxcar Children® brand 
• Social and emotional storylines that are appropriate for middle grade readers  

"#$%&%$&#'%1#$$%)!! 
US!.(#+""! 
Ages!"/(*/Grades!1/#! 
April!*&**! 
'+'!X!$+*',!("*!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Matte!
Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%1#$"%1! 
US!."+""!

As Jessie investigates the cause of the rift 
between her friends, she uncovers a much bigger 
mystery that could spell trouble for a local lawyer.
Jessie finds herself stuck between her feuding 
best friends. As she investigates what happened, 
she discovers that someone  has been tampering 
with a local lawyer's computer, which could 
compromise her case.

Talk of the Town
A Boxcar Children Book, Book 2

STACIA DEUTSCH is a New York Times bestselling author who has written more than 300 children's books, including Nancy 
Drew and Boxcar Children mysteries, as well as TV and movie tie-in novels, such as Girls Who Code: The Friendship Code and 
Hotel Transylvania. She lives in Temecula, California.
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LEVELED READERS

"#$%&%$&#'%&)##%) 
US!.(*+""! 
Ages!'/#/Grades!K/*! 
April!*&**! 
)!X!",!-$!pages! 

Full%Color!Hardcover 
with!Gloss!Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%&)#)%" 
US!."+""!

"#$%&%$&#'%'-''%'! 
US!.(*+""! 
Ages!'/#/Grades!K/*! 
April!*&**! 
)!X!",!-$!pages! 

Full%Color!Hardcover 
with!Gloss!Lamination 
Territory0!World 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%'-'$%) 
US!."+""!

As part of our Time to Read® program, these books will help kids build vocabulary, improve 
comprehension, and grow into confident readers. Plus, each mystery will challenge them to 

think critically and creatively as they develop their detective skills.

The Sea Turtle Mystery
The Boxcar Children® 
Time to Read®

Mystery Behind the Wall
The Boxcar Children® 
Time to Read®

The Aldens help an endangered species—and 
solve a mystery. 

A long-forgotten journal guides the Aldens on a treasure 
hunt in their very own home!

Set #1
Includes The Boxcar Children, 
Surprise Island, The Yellow 
House Mystery, and Mystery 
Ranch

978-0-8075-0832-9 
US $14.99

Set #2
Includes Mike’s Mystery, Blue 
Bay Mystery, The Woodshed 
Mystery, and The Lighthouse 
Mystery

978-0-8075-0830-5 
US $14.99

MYSTERY RANCH

Aunt Jane’s ranch  has a big secret!

Based on the book by Gertrude Chandler Warner

For more information about  
Time to Read™ Early Readers,  see inside!

Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny used to live in a boxcar. 
Now they have adventures everywhere they go! What will 

they find on vacation on a tropical island?

No matter where they go, Henry, Jessie, 

Violet, and Benny Alden find adventure!

It’s more than just a mystery.

ISBN 978-0-8075-0795-7

9 7 8 0 8 0 7 5 0 7 9 5 7

5 1 2 9 9

US $12.99 • ISBN 978-0-8075-0795-7
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BLUE BAY MYSTERY

The Aldens are on a  tropical adventure!

Cover art by Shane Clester 
Printed in China

Based on the book by Gertrude Chandler Warner

Reading with Help

Reading  Independently

Beginning  to Read

For more information about  
Time to Read™ Early Readers,  see inside!

Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny used to live in a boxcar. 
Now they have adventures everywhere they go! On a farm, 

the children find their oldest 
mystery yet!

No matter where they go, Henry, Jessie, 

Violet, and Benny Alden find adventure!

It’s more than just a mystery.

ISBN 978-0-8075-9210-6

9 7 8 0 8 0 7 5 9 2 1 0 6

5 1 2 9 9

US $12.99 • ISBN 978-0-8075-9210-6
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THE WOODSHED MYSTERY

The Aldens find a  very old mystery!

Cover art by Shane Clester 
Printed in China

Based on the book by Gertrude Chandler Warner

Reading with Help

Reading  Independently

Beginning  to Read

Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny used to live in a boxcar. 
Now they have adventures everywhere they go. At a lighthouse, the children find  

a mystery in the night!

No matter where they go, Henry, Jessie, 

Violet, and Benny Alden find adventure!

It’s more than just a mystery.

ISBN 978-0-8075-4548-5

9 7 8 0 8 0 7 5 4 5 4 8 5

5 1 2 9 9

US $12.99 • ISBN 978-0-8075-4548-5
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THE LIGHTHOUSE MYSTERY

There is a mystery  on the sea!

Cover art by Shane Clester 
Printed in China

Based on the book by Gertrude Chandler Warner

For more information about  
Time to Read® Early Readers,  see inside!

Reading with Help

Reading  Independently

Beginning  to Read

Tim
e
 to

 R
ea

d
®  •

  Level

For more information about  
Time to Read™ Early Readers,  

see inside!

Reading with Help

Reading  
Independently

Beginning  
to Read

No matter where they go, Henry, Jessie, 
Violet, and Benny Alden find adventure!

It’s more than just a mystery.

ISBN 978-0-8075-5139-4

9 7 8 0 8 0 7 5 5 1 3 9 4

5 0 3 9 9

US $3.99 • ISBN 978-0-8075-5139-4 W
A

R
N
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R
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S
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e
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  •

  Level

Cover art by Shane Clester 
Printed in China 

•  www.boxcarchildren.com
MIKE’S  

MYSTERY
Based on the book by Gertrude Chandler Warner

Can the Aldens help  

a friend in need?

Henry, Jessie, Violet, and 

Benny used to live in a boxcar. 

Now they find adventures 

everywhere they go! Can the 

children help their friend Mike 

after disaster strikes?

The Boxcar Children® Leveled Reader Sets 
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HC!"#$%&%$&#'%&"-$%# 
HC!'+'!X!$,!(*$!pages! 
HC!US!.(*+""! 
PB!"#$%&%$&#'%&"-"%- 
PB!'+*'!X!#+)*',!(*$!pages! 
PB!US!.)+""! 
E%Book!"#$%&%$&#'%&"'&%&! 
E%Book!US!.'+""! 

Ages!#/(&/Grades!(/'! 
March!*&**! 
Black%and%White!Interior!
Illustrations! 
Territory0!World!

The Aldens try to find a missing magician. 
Henry is learning to perform magic tricks from the 
Amazing Arthur and is excited to participate in 
Greenfield Magic Shop's annual magic show. But then 
the Amazing Arthur goes missing. Is his disappearance 
part of a new magic trick or a mystery? 

#160 The Mystery in the 
Magic Shop 
The Boxcar Children®  
Mysteries 

Boxed Set #1–4 
978-0-8075-0854-1 
US $24.99

Boxed Set #5–8 
978-0-8075-0857-2 
US $24.99

Boxed Set #9–12 
978-0-8075-0840-4 
US $24.99

Boxed Set #13–16 
978-0-8075-0834-3 
US $24.99

Follow the adventures of Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny Alden in the first 16 books of the original series.

The Boxcar Children® 4-Book Boxed Sets
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The Boxcar Children®  
Interactive Mysteries 4-Book Set
Help the Aldens crack the case in these interactive, 
choose-your-path-style mysteries. 

978-0-8075-2854-9 • US $24.99

The Boxcar Children®   
Great Adventure 5-Book Set
Includes Journey on a Runaway Train, The Clue in 
the Papyrus Scroll, The Detour of the Elephants, The 
Shackleton Sabotage, and The Khipu and the Final Key

978-0-8075-0693-6 (boxed set) • US $34.95

The Boxcar Children®  
Creatures of Legend 4-Book Set
Includes The Secret of Bigfoot Valley, Mystery of the 
Hidden Elves, Mermaids of the Deep Blue Sea, and Myth of 
the Rain Forest Monster

978-0-8075-0827-5 (boxed set) • US $24.99

The Boxcar Children®  
Time to Read® 
Mountain Top Mystery 
978-0-8075-5289-6

Schoolhouse Mystery 
978-0-8075-7261-0

The Pizza Mystery 
978-0-8075-6516-2
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Rediscover the story that started it all

Two Feature-Length Animated Films
The Boxcar Children® and Surprise Island animated 
feature-length films are available on VOD and DVD.

Augmented Reality Companion App
Interact with the Aldens, reveal exciting animations, and 
answer questions from your favorite characters about 
the story.

The Boxcar Children® 12-Book Bookshelf
This keepsake includes the first twelve books in the 
series, a bookmark and title checklist, and a poster 
with activities. 

978-0-8075-0855-8 (boxed set) • US $69.99 
978-0-8075-9647-0 (E-Book) • US $59.99

Spanish Editions
Since 1942, millions of kids have enjoyed the Boxcar 
Children’s adventures. We offer the first five books 
in Spanish.

Los chicos del vagón de carga 
978-0-8075-7636-6 
US $6.99

La isla de las sorpresas 
978-0-8075-7635-9 
US $6.99

El misterio de la casa amarilla 
978-0-8075-7632-8 
US $6.99

El rancho del misterio 
978-0-8075-7652-6 
US $6.99

El misterio de Mike 
978-0-8075-7633-5 
US $6.99
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SOCIAL &
EMOTIONAL
LEARNING

Inspire world  
thinkers

Stories provide a safe space for children to 
learn about themselves, their peers, and 
their communities. These books can help 
shape kids into leaders who value empathy, 
inclusion, and personal responsibility.

Way Past Afraid
illustrated by KAREN WALL
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Way Past Afraid
by HALLEE ADELMAN 
illustrated by KAREN WALL

"#$%&%$&#'%$)#-%#! 
US!.(#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!PreK/1! 
April!*&**! 
$!X!(&,!1*!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Matte!
Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%$)#'%- 
US!."+""!

Van is way past scared. What can 
make him feel better?
Abbi and Van are having a sleepover at Grammy 
and Pops's. Should be fun! But there's a storm, with 
loud thunder and bursts of lightning. The lights go 
out. Van is way past scared. What can make him 
feel better?

HALLEE ADELMAN works to better the lives of children 
and families through education, story, and film. With a PhD 
in education, she has taught elementary through university 
students and was nominated twice for the Disney Teacher 
of the Year Award, and she also produces documentaries. 
Hallee lives outside Philadelphia, PA, with her family.

Way Past Worried
234-5-4536-4747-58
US89:7;228

Way Past Mad 
234-5-4536-4746-<8
US89:7;228

Great Big Feelings
Preparing kids to manage powerful 

emotions in social situations 

AW Read-Alikes
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Way Past Lonely
by HALLEE ADELMAN 
illustrated by KAREN WALL

"#$%&%$&#'%$)#*%1!! 
US!.(#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!PreK/1! 
April!*&**! 
$!X!(&,!1*!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Matte!
Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%$)#1%&! 
US!."+""!

Macy is way past lonely. What will 
she do?
It's a weekend. Two whole days. Dez is away, Keya 
and Hooper can't play. Macy's mom is busy and her 
brother Luke doesn’t need her help. Even Princess 
Paws rushes away. What will Macy do?

KAREN WALL was born in Scotland, where she studied art 
and textile design, and now illustrates picture and chapter 
books for children. Karen dreams up her ideas in a studio 
above her local library in London, England.

Way Past Jealous 
234-5-4536-4734-68
US89:7;228

What to Expect
• Describes the causes and symptoms of common emotions  
• Encourages understanding and empathy 
• Characters model coping techniques and skills to work through big emotions 

Way Past Sad 
234-5-4536-4732-=8
US89:7;228

AW Read-Alikes
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by MARYANN MACDONALD 
illustrated by CYNDI WOJCIECHOWSKI

"#$%&%$&#'%11)(%(! 
US!.(#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!PreK/1! 
April!*&**! 
$!X!(&,!1*!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Matte!
Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%11)*%$! 
US!."+""!

Finding and keeping friends is 
important. 
What do you need to do—or not do—to have 
friends? Helping them is good. Keeping a secret 
is, too. Paying attention, sharing, and doing things 
together are important. And don't forget to be 
kind, and stick up for them.

What to Expect
• A fresh look at a timeless topic 
• SEL focus on building and maintaining 
relationships  

• Examples of friendship that children will find 
familiar 

MARYANN MACDONALD is the Kirkus-starred author of 25 
books for children, among them the Iggy Iguanodon series. 
She has also been published by Dial Books and HMH Books 
for Young Readers, among others. Maryann’s love of books 
and reading began when she was growing up in a family of ten 
outside Detroit. Maryann lives in New York.

CYNDI WOJCIECHOWSKI is a Filipino American children’s 
book author-illustrator, character designer, and educator living in 
Southern California. She holds a degree in child and adolescent 
development and studied fine art, illustration, and visual 
development.

A Friendship Yarn 
234-5-4536-537=-28
US89:7;228

What’s Silly Hair Day 
with No Hair? 
234-5-4536-5754-58
US89:7;228

Sometimes It’s Hard  
to Be Nice 
234-5-4536-363<->8
US89:7;228

AW Read-Alikes
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A sensitive, hopeful story about 
breaking the cycle of bullying and 
abuse. 
Sera doesn’t always like being at home, where her 
dad’s anger feels like the strongest thing. School 
feels better. But when Sera gets into an argument 
with a friend and finds herself acting like the bully 
at home, she discovers that the strongest thing 
isn’t loud or angry at all. 

What to Expect
• Deals compassionately with the topic of emotional 
abuse  

• Encourages kids to help each other  
• Universal message about personal strength 

HALLEE ADELMAN works to better the lives of children 
and families through education, story, and film. With a PhD 
in education, she has taught elementary through university 
students and was nominated twice for the Disney Teacher of the 
Year Award, and she also produces documentaries. Hallee lives 
outside Philadelphia, PA, with her family.

REA ZHAI was born and raised in China and has always had 
a passion for drawing. Today, she holds a master’s degree in 
illustration from the Academy of Art University in San Francisco, 
and she lives and works in Beijing.

The Strongest Thing
When Home Feels Hard
by HALLEE ADELMAN 
illustrated by REA ZHAI

Little Red Rhyming Hood
234-5-4536->623-<8
US89:7;228

My Quiet Ship
234-5-4536-73:7-78
US893;22

Not in Room 204
234-5-4536-6377-=8
US89:7;228

AW Read-Alikes
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Flicker Finds Her Glow
by JODIE PARACHINI 
illustrated by BRYONY CLARKSON
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A young firefly is on a mission to 
discover her special gift. 
It's Flicker's birthday, and to celebrate, she wants 
to figure out what sets her apart from all the 
other bugs. Join Flicker and her friends, Roly Poly, 
Wicket, and Dazzle, as they try to uncover the 
special something that makes her one-of-a-kind. 

JODIE PARACHINI is an American/British author and 
editor who currently lives in Hertfordshire, England. Jodie 
has worked for museums around the world, including the 
Smithsonian in DC and the Victoria & Albert Museum in 
London. Jodie is the author of numerous children’s books.

The Grand Bug Hotel
Check into The Grand Bug Hotel, a community 

where every guest gets a chance to glow. 
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Flicker Is Lost and Found
by JODIE PARACHINI 
illustrated by BRYONY CLARKSON
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Flicker learns it's OK to ask for 
help, no matter how old you are. 
Flicker is a big girl, which means she's ready to visit 
Grampa and Nana Glowworm all by herself. Papa 
Jitterbug gives her a map, but Flicker is sure that 
she doesn’t need one to find her way through the 
many zig-zaggy hallways of The Grand Bug Hotel. 
Does she?

BRYONY CLARKSON is an English illustrator living in 
the beautiful Cotswold region of the United Kingdom. She 
studied textile design at the Royal College of Art, London, 
before embarking on an eclectic creative career. She now 
loves to illustrate, creating magical worlds to spark the 
imaginations of children.

What to Expect
• A curious main character who loves to explore
• Spotlights the power of teamwork 
• Reflects strong ties to family and community

Frankie Frog and the 
Throaty Croakers 
234-5-4536-=6><-=8
US89:7;228

Tell Someone 
234-5-4536-3372-:8
US89:7;2288

Scout the Mighty Tugboat 
234-5-4536-3=7>-:8
US89:7;228

AW Read-Alikes
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by LISA MOSER 
illustrated by SALLY GARLAND
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A spring breeze has all of Mama's 
little bunnies feeling mischievous. 
But before Maple can pick Mama’s prized flowers 
or Cabbage and Radish can pull up all the stakes 
in the garden, they notice the scent of Mama’s pie 
in the air. As the bunnies eat up their slices, they 
think about Mama and her pie—and her kindness.

What to Expect
• Cumulative story with a classic feel  
• Celebrates kindness in all its forms
• Encourages kids to practice gratitude  

Spring in the Woods 
234-5-4536-33<5-:8
US89:7;22

The Strongest Mom 
234-5-4536-37:7-48
US89:3;2288

Peace Week in Miss 
Fox’s Class 
234-5-4536-7<25-48
US893;228

LISA MOSER has written 11 books for children. She graduated 
from the University of Iowa with an elementary education 
degree and a concentration in reading. She taught fifth grade in 
Worthington, Ohio, and was never beaten in a footrace by her 
students. Lisa lives in Cedarburg, Wisconsin. 

SALLY GARLAND grew up in the Highlands of Scotland and 
studied illustration at Edinburgh College of Art. She has always 
loved drawing and been passionate about children’s literature 
and illustration; she has now worked as an illustrator for many 
years. When Sally is not illustrating, she enjoys reading, walking, 
and baking gingerbread men with her son. Sally lives in Glasgow, 
Scotland, with her family.

AW Read-Alikes
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My Friend Ben Won’t Share
234-5-4536-6>><-= 
US89:7;22

My Friend Ben  
and the Big Race
written and illustrated by CHARLES BEYL

"#$%&%$&#'%'-)-%#!! 
US!.(#+""! 
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Chip and Ben think a race sounds like fun, but can their friendship weather 
the competition? 
Chip and Ben are best friends. They play together every day and love to play deep-sea divers. So when 
Catfish challenges them to a swimming race across the pond, they say yes. But it's a long way across their 
pond, and is racing what they really want to do? 

What to Expect
• Explores friendship with insight, compassion, and humor  
• Reflects a common social challenge and models ways to overcome it  
• Universal appeal, perfect for toddlers, schools, libraries, and trade 

CHARLES BEYL lives in Sugar Land, Texas, where 
he creates humorous illustrations and cartoons and 
keeps an eye out for snakes and alligators. When he 
is not in his studio, you can find him teaching college 
students, riding his bike, or playing with the greatest 
grandchildren Texas has ever seen.

Beaver BFFs learn important social and 
emotional skills as they play and grow together.

My Friend Ben and the Sleepover
234-5-4536-6<52-: 
US89:7;22

Explore the Series
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The Gift of Ramadan
illustrated by LAURA K. HORTON

The Leaping Laddoo 
illustrated by KAMALA M. NAIR

CELEBRATIONS 
& HOLIDAYS

Explore 
the world

These stories of holidays and customs introduce 
kids to the many ways in which people celebrate 
and find meaning in their traditions.
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Join a frolicking chase on the bustling 
streets of contemporary India.
Bhago, Bhago as fast as you can! Follow the leaping 
laddoo, an Indian dessert, as it flees from the hands 
of its maker and eludes children, a tea seller, a 
groom on an elephant, and more. Can anyone end 
this crazy chase?

Featuring vibrant illustrations and sprinkled with 
Hindi words, this fun read-aloud also includes a 
laddoo recipe.

What to Expect
• A twist on "The Gingerbread Man" story that 
invites comparisons to other versions  

• Experience contemporary India as the 
townspeople chase the laddoo through the streets  

• Funny, vibrant story by an Indian-American author 

HARSHITA JERATH loves writing stories for children. She 
draws inspiration from her growing-up memories in India and 
the colorful world around her. She’s a science graduate in 
Industrial Microbiology with a Master's equivalent in Hospital 
Administration. She lives with her family in Arizona.

KAMALA M. NAIR is an illustrator and architect living in 
Bangalore, India.

The Leaping Laddoo
by HARSHITA JERATH 
illustrated by KAMALA M. NAIR

Armadilly Chili
234-5-4536-5>64-:8
US893;228

Shubh Diwali!
234-5-4536-3<66-78
US89:7;228

This Little Pup
234-5-4536-3476-58
US89:7;22
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Is It Rosh  
Hashanah Yet? 
234-5-4536-<<27-<
US89:7;228

Shanté Keys and the  
New Year's Peas
234-5-4536-3<<:-58
US893;228

Feliz New Year, Ava 
Gabriela!
234-5-4536-5>65-68
US89:7;22

Ruby Celebrates! 
Explore Jewish holidays and traditions 

through a child’s eyes. 

The Rosh Hashanah Recipe 
by LAURA GEHL 
illustrated by OLGA and ALEKSEY IVANOV

"#$%&%$&#'%#(#(%*! 
US!.(#+"" 
Ages!-/$/Grades!PreK/1! 
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Ruby creates apple recipes for the 
Jewish New Year. 
Ruby and her family go apple picking before Rosh 
Hashanah but they end up with more apples than 
they need for the holiday. So Ruby and her cousins 
come up with new apple recipes for the Jewish 
New Year. Will the apple dishes they make become 
family favorites?

LAURA GEHL is the author of more than a dozen successful 
secular picture books and board books. She lives in Chevy 
Chase, Maryland, with her husband and four children.
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OLGA and ALEKSEY IVANOV met in a Moscow art school 
and have been collaborating ever since. Together, they’ve 
illustrated more than 100 books, using an unusual approach 
wherein both artists conceive, sketch, design, and paint. 
They live with their two dogs in an artist studio in Evergreen, 
Colorado. When not illustrating, they can be found hiking 
the backcountry and taking inspiration from the beautiful 
Colorado Rockies.

AW Read-Alikes

The Hanukkah Hunt
by LAURA GEHL 
illustrated by OLGA and ALEKSEY IVANOV

What to Expect
• Multicultural and multigenerational family stories  
• Gentle humor to enjoy year after year  
• Includes holiday activities at the back of the book—apple recipes for Rosh Hashanah and 
instructions for playing dreidel for Hanukkah 

"#$%&%$&#'%#(#'%&! 
US!.(#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!PreK/1! 
August!*&**! 
$!X!(&,!1*!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Matte!
Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%#(#"%$! 
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Ruby and her family celebrate 
Hanukkah in a brand-new way.
Ruby's cousin Avital is sad because her mom is 
going to be away on a work trip during Hanukkah. 
To help make sure Avital still has a happy holiday, 
Ruby plans an enormous eight-night treasure hunt. 
But will she be able to think up a good enough 
surprise for Avital to discover on the final night? 

Is It Hanukkah Yet?
234-5-4536-<<4>-5
US89:7;22

Little Red Ruthie
234-5-4536->7>7-48
US89:7;228

The Eighth Menorah
234-5-4536-:42=-=8
US89:7;228

$16.99

THE EIGHTH M
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Lauren L. Wohl Laura HughesIllustrated by

the

Can a family have too many

Hanukkah is a few weeks away, and 

Sam can’t wait to celebrate with his 

family, especially his grandma. His 

Hebrew school class is busy making clay 

menorahs to give as presents. The only 

problem is, Sam’s family already has 

seven menorahs at their house. They 

don’t need another one! As the holiday 

draws closer, Sam finds a way to solve 
the problem. But can he keep it a secret 

until the first night of  Hanukkah?

In Lauren L. Wohl’s holiday story, Sam’s 

dilemma is one that families everywhere 

can relate to, with a solution that readers 

will find heartwarming and satisfying.

Albert Whitman & Company

Publishing children’s books since 1919
www.albertwhitman.com

Jacket art copyright © 2013 by Laura Hughes

Printed in China.

Sam’s making a                                for Hanukkah!

But his family has seven. Will they want another?

LAUREN L. WOHL has 

loved children’s books 

all her life—as a reader 

when she was young, 

through her jobs in 

publishing, reviewing, 

and as a school librarian, as a mom, and now 

as a grandmother. A native New Yorker, 

she lives with her husband in South Beach, 

Florida, and in Lenox, Massachusetts.

LAURA HUGHES grew 

up in Bath, England. 

She creates illustrations 

for greeting cards and 

books, including the 

children’s book Rabbit 

on the Run. She now 

lives in London with her cat. Visit her online 

at laurahughes-illustrator.co.uk
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Chitra Soundar
illustrated by 

Darshika Varma

Gauri is excited to make the colors 

her family splashes and smears  

on one another to welcome spring. 

They use items from nature: 

leaves, spices, and flowers. But 

when Gauri doesn’t get to make 

the color she wants, she gets 

mad. Then she hears one of the 

legends of Holi, where Prahlada 

battles the evil Holika. Prahlada 

holds love in his heart against 

Holika’s anger. Can Gauri find a 

way to be more like Prahlada?

Holi Hai! is a joyful introduction to 

the Hindu festival of colors.

Holi is here!

Celebrate spring  

with the festival of colors!Chitra Soundar
is the author of 

more than thirty 

books, including 

Shubh Diwali! As a 

child growing up 

in India, she loved 

being part of her 

family’s traditional 

celebrations. Along with chores, sweets, 

and new clothes, tears and tantrums 

were often part of celebrations too. As 

the older of two girls, Chitra had to learn 

to let go of her anger and find joy in the 

moment. She now lives in London. Visit 

her online at www.chitrasoundar.com.

Darshika Varma
goes back and forth 

between working 

and living alone 

in different cities 

to freelancing and 

living with her 

family (mostly for 

delicious food) in 

Mumbai. When she is done traveling places 

in books, she loves walking barefoot on the 

damp grass, getting her hands dirty in the 

garden, and stalking all the neighborhood 

birds. Her love for vivid colors and mischief 

naturally makes Holi her favorite festival.
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HoliHai_JKT.indd   2HoliHai_JKT.indd   2 1/19/21   11:10 AM1/19/21   11:10 AM

Celebrate All Year Round
These vibrant picture books celebrate the sights, sounds, 

and traditions that make each season special.
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Broaden their 
horizons

Inspire kids to dream and discover 
with STEM-focused stories. STEM

Archaeologists on a Dig
illustrated by MIA POWELL
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Dive into the ocean with  
marine biologists to observe  
a pod of whales.
Maggie is a marine biologist. She and her team 
study all the living things in the ocean. Today is 
a big day: after months of research, the team is 
diving into the water with a traveling group of 
whales to record their songs and learn more about 
how whales communicate.

SUE FLIESS is the author of more than 40 children’s books, 
including Mary Had a Little Lab, Goldilocks and the Three 
Engineers, and The Princess and the Petri Dish. Her books 
have been used in schools and translated into multiple 
languages. Fliess lives in Northern Virginia.

Marine Biologists  
on a Dive
by SUE FLIESS 
illustrated by MIA POWELL

Kid Scientist 
Spend a day in the field with scientists 
as they ask questions and find answers.

If I Were a Park Ranger 
234-5-4536-<6>4-78
US893;2288

Adelita, A Sea Turtle's 
Journey
234-5-4536-4::>-48
US89:7;228

Beatrix Potter, Scientist 
234-5-4536-6:36-=8
US89:7;228

AW Read-Alikes
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Join a team of archaeologists on-
site at Angkor Wat in Cambodia. 
Sam is an archaeologist. He and his team find and 
study ancient objects to learn more about the 
people who made and used them long ago. On 
this exciting dig, they carefully remove dirt layer 
by layer and use dating techniques in the lab to 
calculate the age of the artifacts they find.

MIA POWELL is a children’s illustrator based in Birmingham, 
England. She studied illustration at Birmingham City 
University, where she graduated at the top of her class. She 
has since illustrated a range of children’s books, art for print, 
greetings cards, and children’s clothing.

Archaeologists on a Dig
by SUE FLIESS 
illustrated by MIA POWELL

What to Expect
• Entertaining introductions to popular scientific careers 
• Makes advanced STEM concepts easier to understand 
• Told from a kid's perspective, with a focus on their natural curiosity
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A painting contest inspires one 
artist to learn about light waves, 
prisms, and the color wheel.
When Ms. Vega announces a mural painting 
contest at school, James can’t wait to draw a 
picture to fill the library wall. But as he explores 
color, he has a lot of questions about where 
it comes from and how our eyes see it. As he 
experiments and reads, James learns about prisms, 
the color wheel, and light waves—all while working 
on his colorful contest entry. 

CATHERINE STIER is the author of 18 children’s books, 
including the award-winning If I Were President. She holds a 
master’s in reading and literacy and has served as a magazine 
writer, newspaper columnist, and writing instructor and has 
conducted children’s literature research. Born in Michigan, 
Stier now resides in Texas.

The Wonder of Color
by CATHERINE STIER 
illustrated by FLOSS POTTAGE

Science Makes It Work
Uncover the science behind 

everyday objects. 
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Chicken Frank, 
Dinosaur!
234-5-4536-::>:-:8
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The Princess and  
the Petri Dish
234-5-4536-77>>-=8
US89:7;228

Blink!
234-5-4536-5773-38
US89:3;228
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A curious kid discovers how 
magnification and density make her 
favorite collectible possible. 
After starting to collect snow globes with her 
grandmother, Lily has questions. She wants to 
know who invented them, what the snow is made 
of, and how the tiny scenes look so magical 
when she peers inside. As she researches and 
experiments, Lily learns about light waves, 
magnification, and density—all while gathering 
ingredients to make her own snow globe.

FLOSS POTTAGE studied illustration at Norwich 
University of the Arts and now lives and illustrates on a 
ship named Iolanthe in Warwickshire, United Kingdom. She 
loves spending time outdoors and takes inspiration from 
the canal and countryside around her. Her curiosity about 
science and how things work fuels her illustrations and the 
characters she creates. 

Secrets of the Snow Globe
by CATHERINE STIER 
illustrated by FLOSS POTTAGE

What to Expect
• A new science-based picture book series
• Uses a recognizable object to make advanced concepts accessible 
• Story-based approach draws in STEM-shy readers 

AW Read-Alikes
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Spark their 
imagination

Our Mission
To make all children feel acknowledged, 

valued, and empowered

PICTURE
BOOKS

Togo & Balto: 
The Dogs Who Saved a Town
illustrated by KEIRON WARD  
and JASON DEWHIRST
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The Supreme  
Court and Us
by CHRISTY MIHALY 
illustrated by NEELY DAGGETT
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Two kids learn about the Supreme 
Court with the help of key figures 
from US history. 
Ada and Bea are on a tour of Washington, DC, 
learning all about the US Supreme Court, from 
its founding in 1789 to today. Along the way, they 
hear from the Constitution, important justices, and 
key figures from landmark cases, such as Plessy v. 
Ferguson and Brown v. Board of Education, gaining 
an understanding of how the court has shaped our 
lives. 

What to Expect
• A kid-friendly introduction to the Supreme Court 
and explanation of its importance  

• Illuminates how history affects the present  
• Great resource for discussions about civil rights 
or current events 

Free for You and Me 
234-5-4536-=>>:-:8
US89:7;228

We Want to Go  
to School!
234-5-4536-<6:4-28
US89:7;228

A Vote Is a  
Powerful Thing
234-5-4536-4>24-28
US89:7;228

CHRISTY MIHALY is the author of Free for You and Me: What 
Our First Amendment Means, and has written more than 25 
other children’s books. Her 2020 educational civics series won 
Junior Library Guild gold standard designations. A former 
lawyer, Christy lives and writes in Vermont. 

NEELY DAGGETT is an Iranian American artist who lives just 
outside Portland, Oregon. She has a BA in psychology from the 
University of Illinois at Chicago and a degree in graphic design 
from the Art Institute of Colorado. Neely is currently illustrating 
several picture books and is a member of SCBWI.

AW Read-Alikes
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HeroRat! 
Magawa, a Lifesaving Rodent
by JODIE PARACHINI 
illustrated by KEIRON WARD and JASON DEWHIRST

"#$%&%$&#'%&1$-%1! 
US!.(#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!PreK/1! 
April!*&**! 
$!X!(&,!1*!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Matte!
Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%&1$'%&! 
US!."+""!

Meet a rat with a life-saving sense 
of smell. 
Magawa is an African giant pouched rat with 
a special skill: sniffing out buried land mines. 
Follow this HeroRat from training at a university in 
Tanzania, to working in the field in Cambodia, to 
winning a gold medal for his efforts to make land 
safe for humans and animals once again. 

JODIE PARACHINI is an American/British author and 
editor who currently lives in Hertfordshire, England. Jodie 
has worked for museums around the world, including the 
Smithsonian in DC and the Victoria & Albert Museum in 
London. Jodie is the author of numerous children’s books.

Animalographies 
Astonishing true stories about famous 

animals, told from their own point of view 
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Togo & Balto
The Dogs Who Saved a Town
by JODIE PARACHINI 
illustrated by KEIRON WARD and JASON DEWHIRST

"#$%&%$&#'%&1$*%" 
US!.(#+"" 
Ages!-/$/Grades!PreK/1 
April!*&** 
$!X!(&,!1*!pages

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Matte!
Lamination 
Territory0!World 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%&1$1%) 
US!."+""

Two dogs recount the relay race 
that brought life-saving medicine 
to children in Alaska.
In 1925 the world was in a diptheria pandemic. 
The town of Nome, Alaska, needed the serum to 
save its children but there was only one way to 
get there: dog sled. Balto and Togo, two Siberian 
huskies, were part of the relay race that pushed 
through below-freezing temperatures and a 
blizzard to bring the serum to Nome. 

KEIRON WARD has worked as a children’s character illustrator 
for more than 20 years. He has always been a fan of films and 
books that are particularly fantastical and imaginative, and he 
loves to combine this with a love of drawing. He lives in Wales. 

Spidernaut
234-5-4536-5>>:-<8
US89:7;22

Beautiful Jim
234-5-4536-57::-58
US89:7;228

What to Expect
• Fascinating look at life-saving partnerships between humans and animals  
• Encourages readers to treat all creatures with respect 
• Great addition to children's nonfiction collections focusing on science, STEM, and working animals

AW Read-Alikes
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Princess Persephone's 
Dragon Ride Stand
by SHEILA BAIR 
illustrated by MANUELA LÓPEZ

"#$%&%$&#'%))-)%)!! 
US!.(#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!PreK/1! 
March!*&**! 
$!X!(&,!1*!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Matte!
Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%))-"%#! 
US!."+""!

A princess and her pet discover 
that while making money can  
be difficult, keeping it can be  
even harder.
Princess Persephone wants to travel somewhere 
warm and sunny in a shiny new spaceship. But her 
father won’t give her the money she needs for her 
dream vacation. Persephone comes up with a great 
idea to earn cash: dragon rides! Learn the ups and 
downs of entrepreneurship in this amusing story 
about working hard and spending wisely.

SHEILA BAIR has had a long and distinguished career in 
finance, academia, and government. She is perhaps best known 
as the Chair of the FDIC during the 2008–2009 financial crisis, 
when she was twice named by Forbes magazine as the second 
most powerful woman in the world. A lifelong advocate for 
strong financial regulation and consumer protections, she is 
the author of the New York Times bestseller Bull by the Horns, 
her memoir of the financial crisis, and is a frequent op-ed 
contributor and TV commentator, as well as author of several 
children’s books on financial matters. 

MANUELA LÓPEZ is a freelance illustrator living and working 
in Terrassa, a small city in the northeast of Spain. Since she 
earned a certificate of higher education in illustration, she has 
been working on children’s books with many local publishers. 
Among her international clients are Simon & Schuster and 
Crocodile Creek.

Money Tales 
Develop financial literacy with accessible stories written by a 

former FDIC chair and financial expert.  
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Shark Scam
by SHEILA BAIR 
illustrated by AMY ZHING

"#$%&%$&#'%&$((%-!! 
US!.(#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!PreK/1! 
March!*&**! 
$!X!(&,!1*!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Matte!
Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%(&**%1! 
US!."+""!

A giant tortoise learns that if 
something sounds too good to be 
true, it usually is. 
Whitey and Cahoots, two sharks, convince giant 
tortoise Arlene to invest in their sure-fire money-
making scheme. Arlene takes the bait. So do all 
her friends, and they discover the hard way what a 
Ponzi scheme is. 

AMY ZHING grew up in the city of Plymouth in Devon, England. 
She studied fine art at university but realized a career as an 
award-winning fine artist was far too serious for her. So she has 
decided to try and make it as an award-winning illustrator instead. 

Princess Persephone 
Loses the Castle 
234-5-4536-77>3-<8
US89:7;228

Billy the Borrowing 
Blue-Footed Booby
234-5-4536-54:=-:8
US89:7;228

What to Expect
• Kid-friendly explorations of money matters, using colorful characters and humor 
• An accessible starting point for educators and parents who want to teach financial literacy 
• Written by a leading financial expert who has received several honors for her published work on money 
and finance for children 

AW Read-Alikes

Isabel’s Car Wash
234-5-4536-<76<-38
US893;228
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Help children build vocabulary, 
improve comprehension, and grow 

into confident readers.

Raise confident 
readers

LEVELED
READERS
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Animal Time
Follow the wacky antics of a group of animal pals.

Park Here
Sometimes one wrong turn can lead to new 
adventures—and new friends. 

Just Right Cat 
234-5-4536-3:2:-58
9<;228

Hide and Peek 
234-5-4536-3=5:-78
9<;228

Stop, Fox! 
234-5-4536-3:22-78
9<;228

Cub Shrugs 
234-5-4536-3:2=-38
9<;228

Animal Time Set #1 
234-5-4536-3:2<->8
9:>;22

Park Here 
234-5-4536-7<72->8
9<;228

Explore the Series

Beginning 
to Read

• Large, simple type
• Basic vocabulary
• Word repetition
• Strong illustration support

Time to Read® is an early reader program designed to guide children to literacy success regardless of age 
or grade level. The program’s three levels correspond to stages of reading readiness, making book selection 
simple and assuring that when a child’s time to read arrives, the right book will be waiting.
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Reading 

with Help

• Short sentences
• Engaging stories
• Simple dialogue
• Illustration support

Bat and Sloth
Join two unlikely friends on heartwarming, 
humorous adventures in the rainforest.

Iggy Iguanodon
Discover just how much this young dinosaur has in 
common with your little reader. 

Bat and Sloth  
Hang Around 
234-5-4536-5645-28
9<;228

Bat and Sloth Lost  
and Found 
234-5-4536-5632-<8
9<;228

Bat and Sloth Solve  
a Mystery 
234-5-4536-5673-58
9<;228

Bat and Sloth Throw  
a Party 
234-5-4536-563<-:8
9<;228

Bat and Sloth Set #1 
234-5-4536-5677-<8
9:>;228

Explore the Series

Playtime & Mealtime 
234-5-4536-<7>=-:8
9:=;228

Bath Time & Bedtime 
234-5-4536-<7>:->8
9:=;228
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illustrated by

For more information about  Time to Read™ Early Readers,  see inside!

Beginning  
to Read

Tim
e
 to

 R
ea

d™
  •

  Level

Reading  
with Help

Reading  
Independently

Sleepover

Sleepover

Chameleon
Kid and

The 
the 

Chameleon
Kid and

The 
the 

ISBN 978-0-8075-4180-7

9 7 8 0 8 0 7 5 4 1 8 0 7

5 1 2 9 9

Cham
el eon

K
id

and
T
he 

the 

US $12.99

Tessy wants to have a sleepover, but a sleepover is not a chameleon thing.  Will Newton f ind a way to have fun?

Sleepover

Printed in China Cover art copyright © !"#$ by Albert Whitman & Company

KidChameleon_Sleepover_CVR.indd   1

11/16/18   11:11 AM

Reading 
Independently

• Longer sentences
• Harder words
• Short paragraphs
• Increased story complexity

For more information about  
Time to Read™ Early Readers,  

see inside!

Beginning  
to Read

Tim
e
 to

 R
ea

d™
  •

  Level

Reading  
with Help

Reading  
Independently

Chameleon
Kid andThe the 

Chameleon
Kid andThe the 

illustrated by

ISBN 978-0-8075-4179-1

9 7 8 0 8 0 7 5 4 1 7 9 1

5 1 2 9 9

C h a m
el eo n

K
id

and
T
he 

the 

US $12.99

Tessy is a kid.  
Newton is a chameleon. 
Can they f ind a way  
to be friends?

Printed in China 
Cover art copyright © !"#$ by Albert Whitman & Company

KidChameleon_CVR.indd   1 11/16/18   11:09 AM

The Kid and the Chameleon 
Tessy is a kid. Newton is a chameleon. They’ve got a 
lot to learn about each other in this quirky series.

Detective Paw of the Law
Whether it’s icky ice cream or a missing painting, 
Detective Paw and Patrol Officer Pickles are on 
the case!

The Kid and the 
Chameleon 
234-5-4536->:73-48
9<;228

The Kid and the 
Chameleon Sleepover 
234-5-4536->:77-:8
9<;228

The Kid and the 
Chameleon Go to School 
234-5-4536->:7>-38
9<;228

The Kid and the 
Chameleon Set #1 
234-5-4536->:7<-58
92;228

The Case of the  
Stolen Drumsticks 
234-5-4536-:67<-:8
9<;228

The Case of the  
Missing Painting 
234-5-4536-:635-28
9<;228

The Case of the  
Icky Ice Cream 
234-5-4536-:64>-78
9<;228

The Case of  
Piggy’s Bank 
234-5-4536-:67>-48
9<;228

Detective Paw of  
the Law Set 
234-5-4536-:646-<8
9:=;22

Explore the Series
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A child's reading journey is full of memorable 
moments. From their first chapter book, to 
middle grade novels, to young adult books and 
beyond, they will reach many milestones as 
they grow, at the same time deepening their 
understanding of the world and themselves.

CHAPTER
BOOK 
SERIES

Start a 
new chapter

FORCES OF NATURE 
illustrated by VALERIO FABBRETTI
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by CHRISTINE EVANS 
illustrated by PATRICK CORRIGAN

HC!"#$%&%$&#'%$#-#%$ 
US!.(*+"" 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%$#-$%' 
US!."+"" 
Ages!#/(&/Grades!(/' 

'+'!x!$,!")!pages 
March!*&** 
Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Gloss!
Lamination 
Territory0!World

The magic of the Wish Library is on 
the loose! Can Raven and Luca put a 
stop to it once and for all?
Usually, Raven and Luca make wishes to solve their 
own problems. But when an accident in the Wish 
Library starts causing problems across town, it’s not 
something that can simply be wished away. Can the 
pair take what they’ve learned about wishes—and 
about themselves—and find a way to save the town? 

CHRISTINE EVANS is a British author living in the San 
Francisco Bay Area in California with her husband and two 
daughters. She is the author of two picture books, Evelyn the 
Adventurous Entomologist and Emily’s Idea. The Wish Library 
is Christine’s first chapter book series. 

PATRICK CORRIGAN was born in the north of England and 
grew up drawing and designing. After university, he was an art 
director in a design studio for nearly ten years. He now lives in 
London with his wife and cat, illustrating children’s books. 

What to Expect
• Imaginative stories with a light fantasy touch 
• Explores age-appropriate social & emotional 
issues 

• Generously illustrated, perfect for new chapter 
book readers 

Do you ever wish your problems 
could be solved just by asking? 
Be careful what you wish for! 

The Wish that Got Away
The Wish Library Book 4

Snow Day in May
234-5-4536-43>2-=
US896;22

Principal for a Day
234-5-4536-4365-4
US896;22

Together Forever 
234-5-4536-436:-6
US896;228

Now In Paperback
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If the Hat Fits
234-5-4536-6:6>-38
US896;228

I Am Sammy,  
Trusted Guide
234-5-4536-:732-28
US896;228

Sasha and Puck and 
the Potion of Luck
234-5-4536-3=>2-48
US896;228

"#$%&%$&#'%#"'1%-!! 
US!.(*+""! 
Ages!#/(&/Grades!(/'! 
March!*&**! 
'+'!X!$,!")!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Gloss!
Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%#"'-%( 
US!."+""!

A raccoon and his crew dream up 
creative solutions together. 
In the furthest corner of a long-forgotten junkyard, 
Roscoe lives a life that suits him. But when a 
disaster sends three visitors to his gate looking 
for a new home, he finds that he can create more 
with others than he ever could on his own—and 
that together they can build an environment that’s 
better for everyone. 

PATRICIA LAKIN is an award-winning author and former 
elementary school teacher who has published a wide variety 
of fiction and nonfiction titles that span multiple age groups. 
As a die-hard New Yorker, she is continually in awe of the 
inspiration this vibrant, diverse city can offer.

Forces of Nature
by PATRICIA LAKIN 
illustrated by VALERIO FABBRETTI

The Tinkerers
Clever critters work together to engineer a 

better world for everyone.

AW Read-Alikes
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What to Expect
• Introduces STEM concepts in an accessible and engaging way  
• Strong themes of environmentalism and helping others 
• Topics align with Common Core and Next Generation Science Standards 

VALERIO FABBRETTI is a children’s book illustrator from 
Rome currently living in Los Angeles. His illustrated books 
include Action Movie Kid as well as the Hamster Holmes and 
Secrets of American History series. He currently works as Art 
Director at Cartoon Network Studios. 

The Tinkerers try to make peace 
between two feuding beavers.  
The pair of beavers who live next to Big River 
Junkyard don’t agree on much. But when the 
factory upstream starts polluting the water, they 
both know something needs to change. Can the 
Tinkerers design a solution that will make them 
both happy? 

"#$%&%$&#'%#"''%$!! 
US!.(*+""! 
Ages!#/(&/Grades!(/'! 
March!*&**! 
'+'!X!$,!")!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Gloss!
Lamination! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%#"')%'! 
US!."+""!

Opposites Attract
by PATRICIA LAKIN 
illustrated by VALERIO FABBRETTI
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by JACQUELINE JULES 
illustrated by KEIRON WARD

What to Expect
• A relatable kid-turned-hero helping his community 
• SEL connection: Freddie learns about his family, his friends, and himself on his adventures 
• Black-and-white cartoon illustrations throughout—perfect for readers transitioning to chapter books

Freddie Ramos Powers Up
Zapato Power Book 12
"#$%&%$&#'%"'#-%"! 
US!.(-+""! 
Ages!#/(&/Grades!(/'! 
April!*&**! 
'+*'!x!#+)*',!")!pages! 

Jacketed!Hardcover!with!Gloss!
Lamination 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%"'#'%) 
US!."+""

Explore the Series

Freddie Ramos Takes Off (Book 1)
PB8234-5-4536-2>32-38•8?@896;22

Freddie Ramos Springs Into Action (Book 2)
PB8234-5-4536-2>4<->8•8?@896;22

Freddie Ramos Zooms to the Rescue (Book 3)
PB8234-5-4536-2>4>-:8•8?@896;22

Freddie Ramos Makes a Splash (Book 4)
HC8234-5-4536-2>46-48•8?@89:>;228||8PB8234-5-4536-2>47-68•8?@896;22

Freddie Ramos Stomps the Snow (Book 5)
HC8234-5-4536-2>43-=8•8?@89:>;228||8PB8234-5-4536-2>27->8•8?@896;22

Freddie Ramos Rules New York (Book 6)
HC8234-5-4536-2>23-:8•8?@89:>;228||8PB8234-5-4536-2>22-68•8?@896;22

Freddie Ramos Hears It All (Book 7)
HC8234-5-4536-2655-48•8?@89:>;228||8PB8234-5-4536-26>=-48•8?@896;22

Freddie Ramos Adds It All Up (Book 8)
HC8234-5-4536-26<2-48•8?@89:>;228||8PB8234-5-4536-2662-78•8?@896;22

Freddie Ramos Tracks Down a Drone (Book 9)
HC8234-5-4536-26>>-=8•8?@89:>;228||8PB8234-5-4536-267<-<8•8?@896;22

Freddie Ramos Gets a Sidekick (Book 10)
HC8234-5-4536-267=-78•8?@89:>;228||8PB8234-5-4536-2673-:8•8?@896;22

Freddie Ramos and the Meteorite (Book 11)  
HC8234-5-4536-2635-:8•8US89:>;228||8PB8234-5-4536-263=-68•8US896;22

Zapato Power Zoom! Zoom! Super Set:  
Boxed Set #1–3
234-5-4536-222=-:8•8?@89:>;22

Books 1–11 available in audio, book 12 coming soon

An ordinary boy in a city 
neighborhood learns how 
to use his newfound super 

powers for good.

Has Freddie found gloves that give 
him super strength? 
Freddie loves to help Mr. Vaslov with jobs around 
the Starwood Park apartment buildings. One day 
Freddie finds a pair of yellow gloves in Mr. Vaslov's 
toolshed. Could the gloves be a new invention?

JACQUELINE JULES is the author of numerous books for 
children, including Duck for Turkey Day. She is also a librarian, 
teacher, and poet. She won the CYBILS award for best short 
chapter book for the first book in the Zapato Power series. 
She lives in Virginia.

KEIRON WARD has worked as a children’s character 
illustrator for more than 20 years. He has always been a 
fan of films and books that are particularly fantastical and 
imaginative, and he loves to combine this with a love of 
drawing. He lives in Wales.
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Miss Bunsen’s School for Brilliant Girls 
celebrates inventiveness, creativity, and 

determination. Join three science-savvy girls as 
they put their problem-solving skills to the test.

The Buddy Files stars a dog named King who 
gets separated from his family and readopted 

by another. Now called Buddy, this clever canine 
wants to get back home—but not before he helps a 

few animal friends.

Welcome to Bermooda! takes place on a tropical 
island full of walking, talking cows of human 

intelligence. It seems like nothing in this paradise 
could ever change...until a human washes ashore.

The Elixir Fixers follows the adventures of Sasha, 
whose father sells magic potions that just don’t 
seem to work. Can she find a way to make the 

magic happen on her own?

A Dog's Day lets readers spend a day in the life 
of a working dog. Each action-packed book in the 

series is told from the dog's point of view, and 
includes additional information on working dog 

breeds and jobs.

Super Schnoz chronicles the daring deeds of 
eleven-year-old Andy Whiffler, whose incredible 

nose gives him the power of flight and amplifies his 
sense of smell.

Giftable chapter 
book series

Printed in the United States of America Jacket art copyright © !"!" by Estrela Lourenço

US $14.99

Sasha’s father sells 
magic potions.

there’s only one problem—
his potions don’t work.

Sasha knows they don’t work—
they can’t work! Magic isn’t 
real! But everyone in town buys 
Papa’s potions, so Sasha has to 
take magic into her own hands.

When greedy Vadim Gentry 
asks for a potion of persuasion, 
Sasha is suspicious. But it’s not 
until he slips it into Papa’s tea 
and orders him to sell the shop 
that Sasha sees the problem: 
If Papa says no, everyone will 
see that his potions don’t work. 
If he says yes, Sasha and Papa 
will lose their home! Either way, 
Sasha has a big problem to fix.

Daniel nayeri was born in Iran 
and spent a couple of years as 
a refugee before immigrating 
to Oklahoma at age eight with 
his family. He is the author of 
several books for young readers, 
including Straw House, Wood 
House, Brick House, Blow.

 was born in 
Lisbon, where she later studied 
animation. She moved to Ireland 
in 2009 and has since worked as 
an animator, animation director, 
and episodic director. She is 
currently storyboard revisionist 
for Hasbro. Past clients include 
Disney Television and Cartoon 
Network. As a freelancer, she 
works in comics and illustration.

the juicy gizzard sells magic potions:the juicy gizzard sells magic potions:
cures for courage, formulas for 

friendship, and elixirs for experts. 
But they don’t work. 

If sasha’s neighbors stop 
believ ing, papa will lose his 
potion shop. can sasha and 
puck keep the magic alive?

Don’t miss 
any of Sasha 
and puck’s 

adventures!

4

Sasha and puck 
 Brew

 for Brainw
ash

Nayeri ISBN 978-0-8075-7246-7

9 7 8 0 8 0 7 5 7 2 4 6 7

5 1 4 9 9

Super Schnoz Boxed Set
NO. 16055080
Box

Set includes all 3

nose hair–raising

Adventures!

Plus Activity Book

and 100+ stickers!

ISBN 978-0-8075-9989-1

9 7 8 0 8 0 7 5 9 9 8 9 1

5 1 9 9 9

includes:

•3 Adventures
•Activity Book
• 100+ Stickers

     “Super Schnoz smells like a winner.”
—   starred review

Andy Whiffler is your average eleven-year-old boy…

except his nose is so big he can use it to fly, and his

sense of smell is a hundred thousand times stronger than

any human’s! He uses his superpowered nose to fight evil

as Super Schnoz! Catch up on all his engrossing—and

gross—adventures with the Not-Right Brothers,

Vivian, and Dr. Wackjo
..

b in this super box set! 

Text copyright © 2013, 2014, and 2015 by Gary Urey
Pictures copyright © 2013 by Ethan Long
Pictures copyright © 2014, 2015, and 2017 by Albert Whitman & Company
Pictures by Keith Frawley and Ellen Kokontis
Published in 2017 by Albert Whitman & Company
ISBN 978-0-8075-9989-1
All rights reserved.

Printed in China
10  9  8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1  LP 22 21 20 19 18 17

For more information about Albert Whitman & Company,
visit our website at www.albertwhitman.com.

ALBERT WHITMAN & COMPANY
Publishing award-winning children’s books since 1919

Super Schnoz Boxed Set
NO. 16055080
Box DIE
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13 B'nai Mitzvah Stories
edited by JONATHAN ROSEN & HENRY HERZ

"#$%&%$&#'%1))#%-! 
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This short story collection highlights 
the diverse experiences of becoming 
an adult in the Jewish faith. 
What does it mean to become an adult in your 
faith? Join thirteen diverse characters as they 
experience anxiety, doubt, and self-discovery 
while preparing for their b'nai mitzvah. Whether 
celebrating with a lavish party, or in reception 
room A with an accordion player, the Jewish rite 
of passage remains the same. Filled with humor, 
hope, and history, there's something in this 
anthology for readers of every faith.

JONATHAN ROSEN is a transplanted New Yorker who now lives with his family and rescue dog, Parker, in sunny South Florida. 
When not writing, he can be found with his family. He is the author of Night of the Living Cuddle Bunnies and its sequel From 
Sunset Till Sunrise. He is an administrator of FromtheMixedUpFiles.com, a site devoted to MG books, and a founding member of 
SpookyMG.com, a site devoted to spooky middle grade.  

HENRY HERZ is the author of eleven children’s books, including Cap’n Rex & His Clever Crew, How the Squid Got Two Long 
Arms, and Alice’s Magic Garden. Three of his short stories will appear in Highlights for Children. Henry’s a member of SCBWI and 
the Author’s Guild. He loves his family, dogs, and Boston cream pie.

Dust of Eden
234-5-4536-:3<4-<8
US892;22888

The Bar Mitzvah Boys
234-5-4536-5635-58
US89:7;22888

The Girls of  
Firefly Cabin
234-5-4536-=2>:-7
US892;2288

AW Read-Alikes
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What Makes an AW Story?
We know the power of a good story and the 
difference it can make in a child’s life. That’s why 
we are dedicated to honoring our more than 
100-year tradition of independently publishing 
stories that contribute to children’s emotional 
and academic development—ones that are 
creative, inclusive, relevant, and trusted by 
educators, parents, and readers alike.

NOW IN
PAPERBACK

Favorite reads
New format
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The William Hoy Story 
How a Deaf Baseball Player 
Changed the Game 
by NANCY CHURNIN 
illustrated by JEZ TUYA

"#$%&%$&#'%"("-%"! 
US!.#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!P/1! 
March!*&**! 

$!X!(&,!1*!pages! 
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All William Ellsworth Hoy wanted to do was play baseball. After 
losing out on a spot on the local deaf team, William practiced 
even harderAeventually earning a position on a professional team. 
But his struggle was far from over. In addition to the prejudice 
Hoy faced, he could not hear the umpires' calls. One day he asked 
the umpire to use hand signals: strike, ball, out. That day he not 
only got on base but also changed the way the game was played 
forever. William "Dummy" Hoy became one of the greatest and 
most beloved players of his time. 

Anybody’s Game 
Kathryn Johnston, the First Girl 
to Play Little League Baseball 
by HEATHER LANG 
illustrated by CECILIA PUGLESI

"#$%&%$&#'%&1$)%#! 
US!.#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!P/1! 
March!*&**! 

$!X!(&,!1*!pages! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%&1$&%'! 
US!.'+""!

In 1950, Kathryn Johnston wanted to play Little League 
baseball, but an unwritten "rule" kept girls from trying out. 
So she cut off her hair and tried out as a boy under the 
nickname “Tubby.” She made the team—and changed Little 
League forever. This is a story about wanting to do something 
so badly, you’re willing to break the rules, and how breaking 
those rules can lead to change. 

Charlie Takes His Shot
234-5-4536-::=6-:8
US893;228

Tag Your Dreams 
234-5-4536-73=7-68
US89:3;228

Me and McGee  
234-5-4536-65=4-:8
US89:7;2288

AW Read-Alikes
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AW Read-Alikes

A Voice for the 
Everglades 
234-5-4536-4>27-68
US89:3;2288

The Earth Gives More 
by SUE FLIESS 
illustrated by CHRISTIANE ENGEL

"#$%&%$&#'%1'-$%)! 
US!.#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!P/1! 
March!*&**! 

$!X!(&,!1*!pages! 
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If you were a national park ranger, you'd spend every day 
in one of the most treasured places in America. You'd wear 
a special uniform, a hat, and a badge—but sometimes you 
might also need snowshoes or a life jacket. Maybe you'd track 
the movements of wild animals. You could help scientists 
make discoveries. You might even be part of a search and 
rescue team! You'd have an amazing job protecting animals, 
the environment, and our country's natural and historical 
heritage, from the wilds of Denali to the Statue of Liberty. 

If I Were a Park Ranger
by CATHERINE STIER 
illustrated by PATRICK CORRIGAN

"#$%&%$&#'%##(1%-! 
US!.#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!P/1! 
March!*&**! 

(&+#'!X!$+',!1*!pages! 
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From leaves falling to become fertilizer, to raindrops helping to 
bring plants to life in the spring, the cycle of every season has 
something to enjoy. While delighting in all nature has to offer, 
we need to remember to respect and treasure the world around 
us. This charming rhyming story follows the change in seasons 
and illustrates how we can all be good stewards to the Earth. 

The Second Life 
of Trees 
234-5-4536-3=4:-48
US89:3;2288

A Garden to Save  
the Birds  
234-5-4536-=36<-68
US89:7;2288
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Far Apart, Close in Heart
Being a Family when a Loved One is 
Incarcerated
by BECKY BIRTHA 
illustrated by MAJA KASTELIC

"#$%&%$&#'%1&#"%' 
US!.#+"" 
Ages!-/$/Grades!P/1 
March!*&** 

"!x!",!1*!pages 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%1&#)%- 
.'+"" 
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Have you ever had a grumpy day and not known why? 
Penguin is having a grumpy day like that. No matter what he 
does, he just can't shake it! Sometimes the only thing left to 
do is wash the grumpy day away and start over.

Grumpy Pants
written and illustrated by CLAIRE MESSER

"#$%&%$&#'%(*$"%&! 
US!.#+""! 
Ages!-/$/Grades!P/1! 
April!*&**! 

"!X!",!1*!pages! 
Territory0!World! 
E%Book0!"#$%&%$&#'%(*#)%& 
US!.'+""!

Kids can have all kinds of feelings and questions when a parent 
is incarcerated. Rafael is embarrassed. Rashid is angry. Yen 
wonders if it's her fault. This sensitive story illustrates a range 
of situations children may face with moms or dads behind bars, 
while reassuring them they are not alone. 

When I Miss You
234-5-4536-425<-48
US897;228

Waiting Together 
234-5-4536-5=32-=8
US89:7;2288

Pilar's Worries  
234-5-4536-76>7-28
US89:7;2288

The Way I Feel
TAKING CARE OF OUR EMOTIONS!

AW Read-Alikes
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by WHITNEY STEWART 
illustrated by STACY PETERSON
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Sometimes kids’ lives can get busy and out of control, and 
worries can take over. When that happens, knowing how to 
pause and regain composure with mindfulness can help! This 
easily digestible guide introduces kids to mindfulness as a way 
to find clarity, manage stress, handle difficult emotions, and 
navigate personal challenges. With step-by-step instructions 
to over thirty breathing, relaxation, and guided meditation 
exercises, readers will have an entire toolkit at their disposal 
and writing prompts will help them process their discoveries. 
Clearly written and incredibly relatable, this invaluable 
resource provides a positive introduction to the world of self-
care and mindfulness. 

Summer of Brave 
by AMY NOELLE PARKS

"#$%&%$&#'%#)#&%&!! 
US!."+""! 
Ages!"/(*/Grades!1/#! 
March!*&**! 

'+'!X!$,!*-&!pages! 
Territory0!World! 
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Twelve-year-old Lilla Baxter-Willoughby doesn’t lie. She’s just a 
little bit…selective. To keep her parents and friends happy, she 
hides what she's really thinking and feeling until it's second-
nature. So when her best friend dares her to start telling the 
truth as part of their Summer of Brave, Lilla hesitates. Because 
if she says out loud what she really wants, her whole life might 
crash down around her. And she doesn't need that. Except 
maybe she does. 

Mindful Me 
Activity Book
234-5-4536-6:>7-=8
US892;2288
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Albert Whitman & Company has 
established Albert Whitman Media (AWM) 
to share its inclusive, relevant, and trusted 
stories with kids around the world. Albert 
Whitman Media is dedicated to creating 

opportunities in film, television, streaming, 
audio, and other digital media that 

educate and empower children.

Trusted
entertainment

To learn more or discuss  
a potential partnership,  

 
visit www.albertwhitmanmedia.com  

or contact us at  info@albertwhitmanmedia.com



CONNECT WITH AW

www.albertwhitman.com

 @AlbertWhitman

 Albert Whitman & Company

 @AlbertWhitman

 Albert Whitman & Company

GENERAL INFORMATION

ORDERING INFORMATION
TO PLACE AN ORDER OR FOR OTHER INQUIRIES: !"##$%&''()*)'
FAX !"+)$%'",(##-. OR EMAIL ORDERS@ALBERTWHITMAN.COM

Or write: 
Albert Whitman & Company
Attn: Order Department 
&'#%South Northwest Highway
Suite -&#
Park Ridge, Illinois
USA *##*"
www.albertwhitman.com

INTERNATIONAL!ORDERS
(excluding US/Canada, China, and India)

Baker & Taylor Publisher Services (BTPS)
Toll free: 800-775-1700
Email: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com
 
Represented in Canada by Canadian Manda Group
www.mandagroup.com
Orders to Albert Whitman
 
Rights & Permissions: 
info@albertwhitman.com

E-BOOKS
Albert Whitman & Company ebooks (including The Boxcar 
Children®) are available wherever ebooks are sold!

BINDING
Each hardcover book is guaranteed for the life of its pages.

PRICING
Prices quoted are the publisher’s retail price. Wholesalers and 
booksellers, please check with your sales representative or call for 
your discount schedule. Prices are subject to change without notice.

TEACHER'S!AND!READER'S!GUIDES
Common Core correlations are listed on each book’s individual 
page at www.albertwhitman.com and are available for download.

LEVELING
Our books are leveled for a variety of reading-incentive and literacy 
programs, including Accelerated Reader®, Scholastic Reading 
Counts!®, Guided-Reading, and Reading Recovery. Levels for these 
and other leveling systems can be found in the Schools and Libraries 
section of our website at www.albertwhitman.com.

ALBERT WHITMAN & COMPANY IS A QUALIFIED SUPPLIER FOR 
THE READING IS FUNDAMENTAL® (RIF) PROGRAM.

MARKETING INQUIRIES
For marketing and publicity questions, email us at  
marketing@albertwhitman.com.

FOR SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES
OUR%TITLES%ARE%AVAILABLE%FROM%ALL%MAJOR%WHOLESALERS%
AND%DISTRIBUTORS/%INCLUDING%!BUT%NOT%LIMITED%TO$0
Baker & Taylor
Booksource
Bound to Stay Bound
Brodart
Follett School Solutions
Ingram
Mackin

Albert Whitman & Company is proud to be a major publishing 
sponsor for Bernie's Book Bank.



ALBERT WHITMAN & COMPANY 
#$+ South Northwest Highway, Suite *#+ 
Park Ridge, IL %++%' 
United States of America

WWW.ALBERTWHITMAN.COM  @ALBERTWHITMAN  ALBERT WHITMAN & COMPANY  @ALBERTWHITMAN  ALBERT WHITMAN & COMPANY

For information please call !"##$%&''()*)'
or visit our website at www.albertwhitman.com.

ISBN .)"(#("#)'(--')(+ 
Want to go green? Our seasonal catalogs and  
complete backlist are available on Edelweiss!

My Friend Ben and  
the Sleepover 
123-4-3425-5641-7
US897:;11

Two Bicycles in Beijing 
123-4-3425-42:<-6
US897:;11

Zoo-mate Wanted 
123-4-3425-15:5-2
US897:;11

Dear Mr. Dickens 
123-4-3425-7564-6
US897:;11

Way Past Jealous 
123-4-3425-3:23-5
US897:;11

Scout the Mighty Tugboat
123-4-3425-2=:<-7
US897:;11

Stories about making and keeping friends.


